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Abstract. Many industries have been transformed by the provision of service
solutions characterised by personalisation and customisation - most dramatically
the development of the iPhone. Personalisation and customisation stand to make
an impact on cars and mobility in comparable ways. The automobile industry has
a major role to play in this change, with moves towards electric vehicles,
autonomous cars, and car sharing as a service. These developments are likely to
bring disruptive changes to the business of car manufacturers as well as to drivers.
However, in the automobile industry, both the user’s preferences and demands
and also safety issues need to be confronted since the frequent use of different
makes and models of cars, implied by car sharing, entails several risks due to
variations in car controls depending on the manufacturer. Two constituencies, in
particular, are likely to experience even more difficulties than they already do at
present, namely older people and those with capability variations. To overcome
these challenges, and as a means to empower a wide car user base, the paper here
presents a basic concept of an intelligent driver profiling system for cars: the
system would enable various car characteristics to be tailored according to indi-
vidual driver-dependent profiles. It is intended that wherever possible the system
will personalise the characteristics of individual car components; where this is not
possible, however, an initial customisation will be performed.
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1 Introduction

With the move to increased usage of car sharing services, it is crucial to reflect on the
factor of transportation safety. Every day about 3,000 people are killed in road traffic
crashes, resulting in up to 1.8 million deaths per year according to the World Health
Organization [1]; a majority of these accidents can be attributed to human errors [2].
Since car manufacturers lack sufficient data, knowledge and understanding concerning
users’ motor, sensory and cognitive capabilities and limitations, they complicate
driving for the majority of users and, thus, help facilitate those kinds of errors.
However, technology is now at a stage where it may accommodate the wide range of
diversity among car users, leading to increased safety. This becomes even more
important when people use different vehicles with varying controls, as is the case with
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car sharing services, and, thus, do not have previous experience of the car they use. In
cases where fundamental controls for driving differ, such as the utilisation of wind-
screen wipers or the reverse gear, a considerable effect on safety can be expected.

In every sector, whether that of smartphones, computers, furnishings or cars, the
importance of customisation and personalisation is increasing significantly; people
prefer, as far as possible, to have products perfectly tailored to their demands and needs
[3–6]. This can be done either by customisation or by personalisation; while in cus-
tomisation the user decides on product characteristics, in personalisation this is derived
from information gathered about the user. Amazon, utilising user data to make per-
sonalised product suggestions, is a good example for personalisation, while Dell,
enabling their customers to customise their computer, is an example for customisation
[4]. Within the car industry, the circumstance of users wanting personalised features is
gaining importance as engineering progress begins to allow autonomous driving. In
consequence, this is radically changing Human Machine Interface (HMI) as both
customisation and personalisation are further driven by the continuing growth of car
sharing, a growth which can partly be attributed to the car’s decreasing importance as a
social status symbol for most people [7–10]. In the future, there may be less privately
owned cars and more shared ones. Mobility may become a service, often called
‘Mobility as a Service’ (MAAS), and might change the business model of car manu-
facturers significantly.

Today, the ability to select different driving modes already allows a driver to
customise various characteristics of the car such as the suspension, the response
qualities of the engine and the gearbox, the steering, and advanced driver assistance
systems (e.g. Electronic Stability Control (ESC)). Several such characteristics,
including steering wheel and seat position, only have to be adjusted once as they can be
memorized by the car and associated with the car keys, making readjustment, e.g. after
someone else has driven the car, unnecessary. Most of these systems are able to save
multiple drivers, generally up to three, per key. However, this single modal approach is
extremely sensitive to errors since, e.g. in corporate automobile fleets or families,
several people often use the same car and share keys thus leading to false customisation
of the car. For use in car sharing those systems have to be based on the user’s card
applied to unlock the car; to the best knowledge of the authors, such a system has not
been applied yet. Nevertheless, these systems cannot be termed intelligent, are mostly
based on customisation, and tailor only a small scope of areas.

To meet all these challenges, it is proposed that a system be developed, which goes
a step further than current systems and implements automatic personalisation in all
feasible areas of a car; if personalisation is not achievable, a driver-dependent cus-
tomisation is intended. More precisely, the research, this paper is based on, aims to
conceptually design an intelligent driver profiling system for cars through trials of
alternative techniques fulfilling a specific sub-function, as well as of integral concepts,
and through the usage of an inclusive design approach ensuring the inclusion of a wider
population. By considering a wider population, including the elderly and those with
capability variations, such a system will empower car users and, as a consequence, will
constitute a profound solution for the safety problem since this system is able to
facilitate driving for a majority of people and, as a result, be safer. Such a system,
moreover, paves the way for MAAS and, thus, will increase customer satisfaction due
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to the preference for personalised and customised items [6]. Both car manufacturers
and society benefit from this; car manufacturers are able to increase business and
society enjoys higher satisfaction alongside safer driving.

This paper introduces the topic of an intelligent driver profiling system for cars by
presenting the state of the art in this field as well as related ones, and by elaborating a
basic concept for such a system.

2 State of the Art

Although several adjustments in current cars can be memorised and recalled based on
the driver’s key or profile, the intended system aims at extending this customisation
approach and adding personalisation in all feasible areas. Contemporary cars already
utilise various applications potentially helpful for the development of such an intelli-
gent driver profiling system for cars. Some of these systems can constitute potential
sub-systems adapted by and implemented in the driver profiling system, or the sensors
used by these systems to fulfil their task can be helpful in creating profile data nec-
essary for other profile-based adjustments.

2.1 Automotive Sensors

Modern cars are equipped with a huge amount of sensors measuring several parameters
within chassis, body, and power train areas; for instance, contemporary luxury cars are
equipped with more than 100 sensors per vehicle [11]. Generally, two kinds of sensors
are distinguished: proprioceptive measuring in-vehicle data and exteroceptive, such as
video, lidar, or radar, observing vehicle environment [9]. While in the first half of the
20th century cars did not have any kind of sensors, in the 1970s car companies started
to implement sensor equipment and increased the amount significantly over the years;
this growth is driven by rising requirements in several fields [12]. Sensors in power
train systems ensure optimal car performance and the compliance with statutory pro-
visions, e.g., emission restrictions. In chassis systems, sensors mainly serve safety,
stability, weight reduction, and legislation reasons; for example, the United States
government demands, since September 2007, a Tire Pressure Monitoring System
(TPMS), which uses a pressure sensor on each wheel to detect a possible pressure drop
in the tires, in all new cars. Body sensors generally aim for increased security, occupant
safety, comfort and convenience by, for example, applying night vision sensors which
detect potential hazards beyond the lighting range of the car’s headlights and, thus,
support driver’s awareness. All current safety systems such as Electronic Stability
Control (ESC), Antilock Brake System (ABS) and advanced airbags use multiple
sensors; some of the collected data can be useful for the intended driver profiling
system, as in the case of advanced airbags [11, 13, 14]. In this case, sensors measure
the seat position, the seatbelt tension, and the seated weight, to derive specific infor-
mation about the driver [11]. This example already indicates the potential of in-vehicle
sensor data gathering; a thorough analysis in this area in further research will reveal a
variety of data enabling to derive various driver characteristics.
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2.2 Advanced Driver Assistance Systems

Advanced driver assistance systems aim to increase safety and support drivers by
supplying relevant information about the environment, providing warnings in risky
situations and automating some driving tasks to excuse the driver from manual control
[15]. In other words, while some ADAS only provide visual, haptic or audible warn-
ings, other ADAS actively intervene in control when a potential risk is detected [16].
Research conducted on the effectiveness of semi-autonomous ADAS demonstrated the
safety improvement in emergency situations [17].

All that started back in 1978 with the production of the Antilock Braking System
(ABS) invented by Bosch, the first actively engaging assistance system. Since then
multiple ADAS such as ESC, Parking Assistance Systems, Adaptive Cruise Control,
Forward Collision Prevention Systems, Lane Departure Warning (LDW) Systems, and
Traffic Jam Assistance Systems have been introduced to the market [9]. In the next
step, these systems are combined with a driver status monitoring system to enable an
automated activation in the case of an abnormal driver’s state [18].

Up to date, most ADAS operate autonomously without communicating with ADAS
from other cars or the road infrastructure; however, in the future a cooperative approach
is sought, enabling continuous Car2Car and Car2X communication. Such cooperative
driving permits the exchange of information to communicate, for example, slowdowns
or congestions to rear traffic which is not aware of the hazard; in this way, information
not measurable with in-vehicle sensors can be gathered [9, 15]. The usage of such
ADAS in the context of an intelligent driver profiling system for cars allows, on the one
side, to support drivers with specific limitations, and, on the other side, to tailor these
systems to the driver’s profile so that an even greater safety benefit and customer
satisfaction can be achieved [5]. ESC, for example, can already be customised in
modern cars by authorising the driver to choose between specific system settings, such
as normal, sport, and race mode.

2.3 Driver Behaviour Profiling

The state of the art in driver behaviour profiling focuses on the use of in-vehicle and in
some cases external sensors, such as smartphones, to analyse driver behaviour; these
systems try to detect risky or aggressive drivers in order to support fleet management
targeting to reduce fleet degradation and costs, insurance companies aiming for
driver-dependent premiums, and economical as well as safe driving [19, 20]. When
using in-vehicle sensors most approaches rely on Controller Area Network Bus (CAN
Bus) data to retrieve proprioceptive as well as exteroceptive measurements and to fuse
this data [21–24]. Gathering a variety of data allows to more precisely judge the risk of
a certain driving behaviour [25]. In the case of the application of external sensors, the
same method of broad gathering is applied [26, 27]. Another possibility of data
gathering is the installation of an external data recording system. Many insurance
companies use these devices to enable driver dependent premiums [28, 29]. The cal-
culation of such a driver behaviour profile delivers valuable data that can be used for
the computation of the more comprehensive driver profile aimed at by the intended
system. In contrast to driver behaviour profiling, the intended system suggested in this
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paper aims to implement a broader system that not only analyses driver’s behaviour but
also takes into account driver’s capabilities, needs, schedule, preferences, state and so
on; the goal is a highly tailored car allowing optimal utilisation of MAAS and enhanced
user satisfaction and safety.

2.4 Driver State Monitoring

Since multiple fatalities are caused by driver’s inattention, a wide range of research has
been performed on implementing a driver state monitoring system, also known under
the terms driver impairment monitor, driver inattention monitor or driver vigilance
monitoring; the term driver state includes all kinds of distraction or fatigue possibly
occurring. In autonomous cars currently used indirect inattention systems measuring
driving performance metrics will no longer be feasible, making the investigation of new
direct approaches essential. Promising approaches observe the driver and assess, based
on distinct visual, auditory, mechanical and cognitive characteristics, whether the
driver is distracted or fatigued. Most of these systems use modern camera technology
and image processing in order to evaluate possible distraction based on eye and head
movement [30–36]. The next level of state monitoring does not only include the further
improvement of general distraction or fatigue assessment but goes one step further and
aims to detect complex mental states [37]. Such systems are crucial for a potential
intelligent driver profiling system for cars since the information provided is required to
enable car characteristic adjustments based on the driver’s physical as well as mental
conditions. Fusing the data gathered by the driver state monitoring system with
additional profile based information about the user, such as age, diseases, biometrics
and capabilities, enables a more robust and earlier detection.

3 Basic Concept

3.1 Motivation

It is believed that the way people travel will change significantly within the next
decades; the majority of people will switch from privately owned to shared or rented
cars. Whenever people plan to travel, they will book a car and use this to get from one
place to the other instead of utilising their own car; already in large cities, cars provided
by car sharing services may be found within a short walking distance from nearly every
point. Some car manufacturers have already started to offer car sharing services (see
DriveNow (BMW MINI & Sixt) and Car2Go (Daimler)) since they are aware of the
trend towards MAAS, especially, within the younger generation for whom cars do not
represent an important social status symbol. A consequence of this shift is a frequent
change of the cars people drive; accordingly, people will drive cars they are not familiar
with resulting in potential safety hazards. Up to date, even for some fundamental
controls, such as the use of windscreen wipers or the reverse gear, no standard has been
implemented. For example, when a car sharing customer drives a car he is not familiar
with on the highway and a sudden shower of rain appears, he must know how to
activate the windscreen wipers because otherwise the driving performance is
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deteriorated significantly. Another example is the case of older people who have driven
a special car brand perhaps for decades and, therefore, are used to the controls of this
car brand; they probably will experience severe difficulties when faced with divergent
controls in a shared car. Although people will learn the utilisation of controls
depending on the car brand, this process can be annoying for the user and is prone to
failure. Consequently, an intelligent driver profiling system for cars identifying the user
and adjusting car characteristics based on the user’s preferences can increase safety as
well as customer satisfaction and gives the car manufacturers implementing such a
system first a competitive advantage. Therefore, in the long run this research aims to
deliver and trial different techniques for and concepts of an intelligent driver profiling
system for cars in order to contribute to MAAS and to increase safety, comfort and
customer satisfaction [19, 20]. Thereby, car manufacturers as well as society benefit
from such a system.

3.2 Remit and Research Approach

The aspiration here is a device or system able to adjust car characteristics perfectly to
the user’s preferences, capabilities and limitations; the system shall be able to transmit
the profile information between cars in order to be car-independent. Based on per-
sonalisation and customisation, the system shall tailor the car as the user approaches it.
Any technical solution is likely to be based around elements of the vehicle control
system. Based on current knowledge and research, the following remit can be derived:

1. Identifying the user
2. Gathering data from the vehicle about the user
3. Allowing customisation of areas by data obtained from direct user input during use
4. Calculating a profile based on the data gathered as well as on the user’s

customisation
5. Tailoring all adjustable car characteristics based on the profile
6. Updating the profile continuously based on new data gathered or entered by a

customer
7. Storing the data

In this research project the inclusive design approach is equated with the
human-centred design approach since it is understood that these two approaches mainly
differ in their scope; while human-centred design focuses on the potential target users,
inclusive design extends this idea and aims to target the widest possible audience
including people with capability impairments, perhaps as a result of ageing [38–40].
Since a great part of the population drives and, therefore, only few people can be
expelled, the design process in this research pursues such an inclusive design approach;
this ensures that user experience is considered a crucial part of design [1, 38]. As a
consequence, user acceptance as well as the perceived benefit of an intelligent driver
profiling system for cars are increased. In this way, it is ensured that especially those
people, who experience most difficulties when driving, are considered in the design.
Accordingly, establishing the needs, wants and expectations of possible end-users,
including those who have no experience of personalised devices and possibly no needs
for such features, will be an important part of this research.
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The prospective research in this field aims to handle this challenge by answering
the central research question:

How is it possible to improve user satisfaction and performance using an intelli-
gent driver profiling system for cars based on customisation and personalisation?

The process to answer this research question and to achieve the conceptual design
of an intelligent driver profiling system for cars mainly comprises eight key work
packages: (1) ascertainment of the current state of the art, (2) identification of
end-user’s requirements and needs, (3) clarification of hypotheses and research ques-
tions, (4) development of a research methodology, (5) definition of a hypothetical
intelligent driver profiling system for cars, (6) development of a design specification,
(7) development of a detailed conceptual design, and (8) the evaluation of the design’s
benefits. With this approach mainly the following research sub-questions are addressed:

– What is the current state of the art?
– What are the end-users’ needs, preferences, wants, limitations, characteristics and

capabilities?
– What does a hypothetical intelligent driver profiling system for cars look like?

3.3 Visualisation of Intended System

To visualise the remit and objective of the intended system, a juxtaposition of the
present and the prospective human-car-interaction is sketched, using the example of a
car rental scenario. Based on the Hierarchical Task Analysis of Driving (HTAoD)
developed by [41] and personas, the tasks to be fulfilled are addressed and examined
successively from a present and a future perspective in order to give an overview of the
system’s functions and potential benefits. Personas constitute detailed caricatures
facilitating the visualisation of user’s needs, demands, capabilities, and limitations, and
are a common methodology applied in human-centred design [38].

Richard, a 67-year-old German man, and his wife, Gudrun (65 years old), are
travelling to Majorca. Both retired last year from their jobs and want to enjoy their
new freedom; Richard worked as an electrical engineer while Gudrun was a lan-
guage teacher. They have driven Mercedes-Benz cars over decades and are used to
its controls; currently, they drive a 2017 Mercedes-Benz C220d. They are both
afflicted with age related long sightedness. Although both have got a smartphone,
they are not exceptionally interested in digital technology and find it difficult to
learn how to use sophisticated interfaces or interfaces not meeting their expectation.
The couple have never been to Majorca before and are, consequently, unfamiliar
with the airport and the destination. After arriving at the airport, they hire a car to
get to their hotel. During this trip they meet several challenges.

After getting the key from the customer service, Richard and Gudrun, at first,
have to find their rental car in a multi-storey car park. The customer service assistant
told them the registration number, the storey the car is parked on, and the brand and
model of the car; however, since the couple do not know how a Jaguar XF looks
like they only can focus on the registration number to find the car on the specific
storey. Under current circumstances, this task is annoying and time-consuming.
Richard and Gudrun run all over the place and use the opening and closing buttons
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of the car key to observe opening and/or closing indication and, in that way, to
facilitate the search for the car.

In the next step, after entering the car, Richard has to adjust the driver’s seat and
the mirrors to his preferences. Richard hunts for the controls to adjust the longi-
tudinal position, the backrest, and the head restraint of the seat; however, he cannot
find the controls. What Richard does not realise is that, in contrast to his
Mercedes-Benz where the power seat control switches are placed at the door panel,
the control switches of the Jaguar are located on the side of the seat valance. In
order to adjust his seat, Richard calls the customer service assistant for help; the
assistant helps him to adapt the seat position as well as the mirrors. Although
Richard behaves properly in this situation and asks for help, the chance of someone
relinquishing the seat adjustment and driving without accurately adjusted seat and
mirrors is high; this constitutes a severe driving risk.

After adjusting seats and mirrors, Richard tries to start the Jaguar XF. Based on
experience with his current Mercedes-Benz and the cars before it, he hunts for the
ignition switch barrel to put the car key into it; however, he is not able to find it since
the Jaguar is equipped with keyless entry. After a while Gudrun brings the ‘Start
Engine Stop’ button to Richard’s attention and he presses the button to start the
engine. While the engine does not start, Richard notices a message in the dashboard
he cannot read and asks Gudrun for his reading glasses. When reading the message,
Richard realises that the language is Spanish and asks Gudrun for help to translate it.
Since the car asks Richard to press the brake pedal, he does that and, concurrently,
pushes the ‘Start Engine Stop’ button to start the engine. Although in this example
the information presented in the dashboard is not correlated to safety and the car does
not move, in other examples, such as driving on a highway and loosing pressure in
one tire, not being able to read a warning message informing the driver, for example
about a tire pressure drop, can, indeed, deteriorate the driving safety.

Since Richard and Gudrun have not been to Majorca, yet, they are frightened of
not being able to handle the navigation system of the Jaguar XF. Nevertheless, they
try to enter the address of their hotel into the navigation system. Out of habit, he
spins the rotary control knob on the transmission hump to scroll through the menu.
Because of flashing up symbols on the dashboard, he, immediately, realises that he
operates the automatic gear box instead of the infotainment system. In consequence
of this confusion, they, based on their experience with smartphones, try to handle
the infotainment system by touching the display and discover that it works. Now,
they are able to enter their hotel address into the navigation system although the
different menu structure and Spanish address format confuse them and make the
task time-consuming and annoying.

On their route to the hotel Richard notices his increasing fatigue and deteriorating
awareness since he and Gudrun have already travelled for several hours since leaving
their home in Germany. In the same moment the driver condition monitoring system
warns Richard against his drowsiness. Therefore, Richard and Gudrun decide to take
a break before continuing their journey and to exchange positions. After adjusting
her seat and the mirrors, Gudrun takes over control and drives them safely to the
hotel. Although current driver drowsiness warning systems function well, they
cannot detect drowsiness until the driving performance has deteriorated already.
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Such a scenario occurs every day in the world and exacerbates people’s journeys.
Especially older people and those with capability variations are afflicted by these
challenges. However, even younger and/or intellectual people sometimes struggle with
tasks due to disinterest or lack of knowledge in the specific field. Without further
discussion, we can agree that such a scenario is not desirable. Hence, the question
arises how it might look like with an intelligent driver profiling system.

After getting the key from the customer service, Richard and Gudrun, at first, have
to find their rental car in a multi-storey car park. The customer service assistant told
them the registration number, the storey the car is parked on, and the brand and
model of the car. When arriving at the correct floor, the intelligent driver profiling
system guides Richard and Gudrun directly to the car. This might be by voice
and/or visual instructions performed by either a car key or a customer’s smartphone.
Besides displaying the visual instruction on the screen of the car key or smartphone,
the device may be able to display the instructions on the floor and to tell them the
exact position of the car by, for example, saying ‘Your Jaguar XF is parked in the
fourth parking on the left side’. When approaching the car, it indicates its location
visually as well as aurally and opens automatically for the couple.

In the next step, when entering the car, Richard realises that the seat is reversed
and starts adjusting to his preferred position as he sits down; he immediately feels
extremely comfortable. Based on the profile which might know about Richard’s
anthropometry, the car adjusts the seat and the mirrors fitting Richard’s preferences.
Moreover, since the system is familiar with the age of Richard and Gudrun, it
reverses the seats to facilitate the entry before it moves them into driving position. If
Richard decides that the seating position is not optimal, he is able to adjust the seat
by, for example, voice control and the system might align his anthropometry
information in the deposited profile. At first use, the question arises whether to
acquire the anthropometry by sophisticated sensors scanning the user, this means
personalisation, or by an initial manual data input performed directly by the user,
this means customisation. This question has to be explored in prospective research.
After adjusting seats and mirrors, Richard tries to start the Jaguar XF. The intelli-
gent driver profiling system communicates to Richard how to start the engine by,
for instance, voice and/or visual instructions and, in that way, helps him to
understand the system. With ease Richard starts the engine. Understandably, the
system uses visual as well as voice instructions in English; the visual instructions,
furthermore, are in a readable font size for Richard, making use of reading glasses
unnecessary. An exemplary instruction might be ‘Richard, please press the brake
pedal and then press the “Start Engine Stop” button positioned on the transmission
hump and highlighted by a pulsating red circle’. All this might be possible since the
profile is aware of the user’s capabilities and personalises the adaptive interface
accordingly. The intended system will try to avoid any complex information pro-
curement and misunderstanding in order to facilitate the driving task and, in con-
sequence, to increase user satisfaction.

Since Richard and Gudrun have not been to Majorca, yet, they are frightened of
not being able to handle the navigation system of the Jaguar XF. However, after
starting the car Richard and Gudrun are asked visually and aurally whether they
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want to be guided directly to their hotel or whether they want to render an inter-
mediate stop. They decide to drive to the hotel directly; therefore, the system
automatically enters the address of the hotel into the navigation system. The
intelligent driver profiling system may be connected to their smartphones and, thus,
be aware of Richard’s and Gudrun’s destination. If they had wanted to render an
intermediate stop, the system would have asked for the new destination, elucidated
the Spanish address format, explained how to use the infotainment system, and
adjusted the adaptive interface. The adjusted interface looks familiar and compa-
rable to Richard’s and Gudrun’s Mercedes-Benz and uses a large enough font size
making it easily readable for Richard and Gudrun.

On their route to the hotel the intelligent driver profiling system warns Richard
about his fatigue and deteriorating awareness before he is aware of it and asks him
to take a break and/or to let Gudrun drive the rest of the route. After a small break,
Gudrun sits down on the driver’s seat, which immediately adjusts to her prefer-
ences, and drives them to the hotel. The system is aware of Richard’s and Gudrun’s
departure time and physical conditions, and, consequently, warns Richard without
allowing any deterioration of driving performance. To calculate physical conditions,
the system may monitor driver characteristics, such as gaze direction, blinking,
heart rate, and body posture, and may combine these with general physical con-
ditions, such as age, diseases, and exhaustion. The departure time is known to the
profiling system since it might be connected to Richard’s and Gudrun’s smart-
phones and might share several information with them, such as schedule, health
data, and movement profile. The automatic seat adjustment after Gudrun sits down
on the driver’s seat might function based on a facial recognition system identifying
Gudrun and automatically initiating adjustments.

This scenario illustrates the potential of an intelligent driver profiling system for
cars. Richard and Gudrun experience a less stressful and less exhausting journey. Thus,
they are a lot more motivated to undertake another trip in near future. In conclusion, the
intended system may facilitate driving an unfamiliar car enormously and, hereby,
smooth the way for MAAS where driving unfamiliar cars will be the rule rather than
the exception.

4 Summary and Conclusion

A large amount of ADAS is already available in current high-end cars and these
systems will distribute even further within the next several years [9]. This paper pre-
sents a basic concept of an intelligent driver profiling system for cars as an additional
assistance system that customises and personalises car features and other ADAS. First,
a short introduction to the state of the art of the areas automotive sensors, ADAS, driver
behaviour profiling, and driver state monitoring, is given. Their importance and
potential application for the intended system is outlined and, in this way, the framework
of the profiling system is illustrated. Subsequently, the motivation of the system is
pointed out; the move towards MAAS is inevitable and will change the way people use
cars. A profiling system assists this shift and increases business as well as customer
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satisfaction and safety. The main functions of the intelligent driver profiling system are
to identify the user, to create a profile based on entered settings and gathered data, and
to tailor all adjustable areas of a car based on this profile. The goal of the profiling
system is visualized by using a persona and presenting challenges faced in current cars
which, however, can be met with an intelligent profiling system.

An intelligent driver profiling system for cars has great potential to benefit cus-
tomers as well as manufacturers and should therefore be researched further. Identifying
adjustable areas in the car, testing adjustments, and evaluating their performance will
constitute important parts of further research. After identification of beneficial areas of
adjustment, a thorough analysis of automotive sensors must be performed to define
personalisable areas and the extent of personalisation in these areas. A compromise
between personalisation and customisation has to be elaborated to ensure robustness
and proper functioning. Following this, a testing platform will be created to run early
stage trials for acceptance, usability and preferences. The findings will be analysed and
modelled to generate design guidance material supporting the detailed creation of an
intelligent driver profiling system for cars which is based on personalisation and
customisation.
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